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Google's Android Go initiative is drooling over making quality smartphones available to users no matter where they live or how much money they have to spend. A large part of this comes from affordable hardware powered by Android Go, but in addition, Google also offers a wide range of Go apps. Go apps are designed
to offer the basic features of their regular counterparts, while also being more suitable for low-end hardware, and the ones we've seen so far are pretty darn great. Most of them are installed on android go phone by default, but you can download them on any phone no matter what you have. Without further ado, here are
all the Go apps that are available right now! Google Go If you want the best of Google in a thin, lightweight package, that's where Google Go comes in. Google Go lets you do almost anything you'd do on a regular Google app, including searching the web for whatever you want, finding and quickly sharing GIFs, voice
search, and more. The Home screen for Google Go has quick links to its main features, in addition to web apps for things like Twitter, Instagram, etc. Best part? Google says Google Go can help save up to 40% of your data from a regular Google app. Download: Google Go (free) YouTube Go As much as you love
YouTube, its Android app can sometimes be quite demanding. With YouTube Go, you can access all your favorite YouTube videos and features without worrying about slowing down on your phone or burning too much data. YouTube Go lets you view and watch all the videos you'd find in the regular YouTube app, while
also giving you the tools to download videos to watch offline, share with friends without using any data, and exactly how many MBs of the video there are. There's no subscription page or like video option, but for an app that weighs just 9.4 MB, there's a lot you might like. Download: YouTube Go (free) Gmail Go What's
so great about Gmail Go is that it almost can't be unided from a regular Gmail app. The interface is largely unchanged, emails are grouped into smart categories like Social and Promotions, Quick Replies are her, and there's support for Gmail and non-Gmail email accounts. The app is only 9.9MB in size and even comes
with 15GB of free storage so you never have to worry about running out of space. Download: Gmail Go (free) Maps Go Whether you're going to turn a turn, find a number at a local restaurant or find a new coffee spot to check out, Google Maps does it all. Fortunately, all the best Google Maps features are present in the
Go folders. There are more than 70 different languages to choose from, information for more than 100 million sites, and the app is only 167KB. Download: Maps Go (Free) Assistant Go Google Assistant is one of the the service I rely on the most and if you want to know about the weather tomorrow or see how commuting
works, offers Assistant Go Go the basic features that make the assistant so great in the slimmed-down, 5.0MB app. Go to the assistant by tapping the app icon or pressing the home app button for a long time if you have an Android Go phone, ance after you do, you can ask the assistant to make phone calls, send
messages, get turn-by-turn navigation, and more. As great as that is, Assistant Go can't currently set up reminds, control smart home gadgets or use auxiliary actions. Download: Assistant Go (free) Files go While using your phone over time, it can be easy to forget about old apps, images and other local digital items that
eat away at your internal storage. If you want help getting your valuable space back, that's where Files Go comes in. Files Go is packed with useful features, offers easy access to deleting old files you no longer need, a powerful search tool to find a specific photo or video you're looking for, and encrypted file sharing that
doesn't require any Internet connection. At just 8.2MB, Files Go packs a lot of bang-for-your-megabytes. Download: Go files (free) Yahoo Mail Go If you prefer Yahoo Mail instead of Gmail, Yahoo recently launched a light version of its popular email app. In Yahoo Mail Go, you can add Yahoo and non-Yahoo accounts,
delete emails by dragging, quickly find coupons, and customize the interface with your favorite color. The app requires Android 8.0 Oreo or more to work and comes to 10MB. Download: Yahoo Mail Go (free) Whether you're stuck in an office eating lunch or trying to pass the weather on a rainy day, watching movies from
your phone is a great way to have fun. If you're an Android smartphone user, you'll see plenty of different movie apps, but which are the best? Here are the 13 best free movie download apps for Android. Most of us have heard of YouTube, so this shouldn't come as a surprise. YouTube now has a paid premium service
called YouTube Premium that provides ad-free viewing on regular YouTube and access to their original programming. However, with some determination and good search skills, you can find almost anything to watch. Just be aware that YouTube is diligent in policing pirated content. While Kodi itself is just an interface
that requires additional plugins for movies and TV, it is still one of the most popular apps for watching streaming content. The beauty of Kodi is that the video streaming options are almost endless. The main thing to look out for are accessories with pirated content. If you choose to use one of these plugins, make sure
you've used some kind of VPN to protect you. Founded in 2014, Tubi is a completely free ad-supported movie streaming service with thousands of titles from both cinemas and TV. To help locate the right thing to watch, Tubi has dozens of different categories, including practical Highly rated on Rotten Tomatoes if you
follow movie ratings there. If you are like most households and have a variety of Use, Tubi is sure to delight because it is supported not only on Android, but also on iOS, Roku, AppleTV, Amazon Fire TV, on the web and others. This app is a channel-based app with more than 100 channels for any taste, including new
movies and sports channels. Its interface looks like the famous NETWORK of TV programs that we are all used to, which makes it easier to find streaming programs. Registration provides the ability to customize the channel. Pluto TV is a bit unique because it also has live streaming and on-demand programming. A pure
film and TV app from Sony, Crackle provides a simple interface with tons of movies and television programs. Since the service is free, there are, of course, ads. From time to time, they can get annoying, but the quality of licensed content from mainstream media companies certainly makes him a candidate. As with
several of the best movie apps, Crackle comes on many platforms besides Android. A few nice features include the ability to rate thumbs-up/down movies and other programming suggestions. Depending on what you're watching, Crackle will give the user other ideas to watch. ShowBox is one of the most popular movie
apps for Android. It has both paid and free content numbering in the thousands. However, some argue that some of these sources are not completely legal, so be careful. Due to these possible problems, Google Play does not host this app, so you will need to enable third-party downloads to get this gem on your Android
device. The main thing to be careful about is where you download the app. Some sites that host this app may contain malware, so beware of viewers. For family viewing, you can't go wrong with the Dove channel. Founded in 2015, this Christian program provides hours of film entertainment for all family members. They
even have their own age-based rating system (all ages, 12+, and 18+). The app is easy to navigate and also has a web version for those who want to stream on their computers. They even have a channel on Roku if you have a Roku receiver. While they have paid membership, which gives you full access to all programs,
exclusive content, and removes ads, there are tons of movies available for free. If you're in classic movies, then old movies are your Android movie app, as offered by hundreds of movies made before 1970. Although this app has ads, you can remove them by giving the app a good rating. Most of the films available aren't
mainstream favorites, but there are tons of good ones for hours of free entertainment. If you're a fan of anime, Crunchyroll is an app that must be had for your Android device. The developer promises more than 25,000 episodes and more than 15,000 hours of the latest available anime. If you choose to subscribe to their
premium services, you'll have access to the latest anime episodes right after they air in Japan. For those who like to be mentally stimulated while entertained, CuriosityStream is the best place to start watching. While the free viewing library isn't big, the paid plan is pretty cheap. The app is available on several platforms
besides Android and is even available on several smart TVs. The app itself has several categories for finding only the topic you want to watch about. It also has a customizable watchlist so you can save the programs you want to watch later. A unique entry for university students, Kanopy requires only your university and
credentials to apply for authentication and streaming for free. Participating public libraries also provide free access. Not only are there hundreds of documentaries and other educational videos, but they also have plenty of mainstream programs. Another free film app that has an excellent selection of independent films is
PopcornFlix. Supported by ads, this app also has quite a large amount of international movies. It is also available on multiple platforms and has a children's version with social media sharing and comments. Often seen as YouTube's younger brother, Vimeo hosts more than just homemade videos made by your friends.
For adventurers, there's quite a collection of unique film shorts and art films, and it's a great place to find budding directors/filmmakers. Like YouTube, you can upload your own videos, although Vimeo is more for a professional trying to break into business. Business.
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